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advantages, which can provide the basis and conditions for their cooperation. Currently, various modes including 
forum, city visits, and exhibitions have been adopted to drive their communication and cooperation on the cultural 
and creative industries. The cooperation mode of “governments set up the stage, industries docking, long-term 
communication” has been formed, and the brand of the Beijing-Taiwan Science and Technology Forum and the 
Beijing-Taiwan cultural and creative industries cooperation forum has been created for communication between 
Beijing and Taiwan. However, the main problem of the cooperation in cultural and creative industries exists, such 
as, the cooperation scale is relatively small, a positive interactive mechanism has yet to be established. This paper 
argues that to promote the development of cultural and creative industries, it needs to establish several interrelated 
mechanisms, namely: mechanism of creative talents training, cooperation mechanism of the creative park, policy-
coordination mechanism and negotiated exchange mechanism.
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international competitiveness. It has made an “inclusive, sustainable growth” strategy and 
has taken some measures such as strengthening information and bio-pharmaceutical industries, focusing on 
manufacturing and new energy industries, multi-channel training for IT personnel, etc. India is currently the third 
largest pharmaceutical country, and biotechnology is one of its pillar industries. India aims to enter the rank of 
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Plan.
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